
Travelers safety and duty of care 
support are getting harder 

We’re making it easier

Concur Risk Messaging

With your employees working and traveling all over the globe, it’s 

becoming increasingly difficult to get a complete and accurate 

view of who is where at any given time. To stay connected 

and meet your duty-of-care obligations, you need the ability to 

locate your people anywhere and communicate with them in any 

situation.

Leveraging the Concur platform, Concur® Risk Messaging helps 

you see the full picture and gives you the tools to manage 

employee safety from one simple interface. By integrating 

employee travel data, Concur makes it easy to see every traveler 

and non-traveler, assess their risk and keep in contact with them 

until they reach safety.

Keep track of every  
employee 

Consolidate all employee itinerary  
data to get a global overview of traveler 
locations and country-specific risk levels 
on a dynamic, interactive map.

Get the tools you need to meet your 
obligation to every employee.

Stay in  
touch with two-way  

communications
Communicate with one, some or all  
employees via voice, email, SMS or our  
app, and confirm your messages were 
received and read.

Connect systems  
and partners  

for more support
Seamlessly plug in existing medical,  
security and travel assistance partners,  
and add new ones if your needs change.
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About Concur
Concur, a part of SAP, is the leading provider of spend management solutions and services in the world, helping 
companies of all sizes transform the way they manage spend so they can focus on what matters most. Through 
Concur’s open platform, the entire travel and expense ecosystem of customers, suppliers, and developers can 
access and extend Concur’s T&E cloud. Concur’s systems adapt to individual employee preferences and scale to 
meet the needs of companies from small to large.

Learn more at www.concur.com.hk or www.concur.com.sg

A powerful approach to employee safety and support

 Know where your people are at all times 
Concur lets you see employee location and country-specific risk levels on a dynamic, interactive map. You’ll know 
exactly how and where to deploy security or medical response services and have the ability to initiate and track 
communications with a simple click.

 Stay in touch with personal, two-way communications 
Whether its voice, email, SMS or our app, Concur helps you reach employees and ensure your messages are getting 
through. Our system automatically selects the best message gateway option for the communication based on each 
recipient’s country of origin and current location to ensure messages are delivered, read and acted upon.

 Get a holistic view of your data 
Effective employee support starts with data. With all employee travel and location data in one place, you can 
proactively support your employees—providing guidance in advance of travel to high-risk areas and assistance in the 
event of disruptions or delays.

 Bring your partners to the table 
Concur Risk Messaging lets you work with your travel, service and response partners to easily import travel and 
itinerary content and seamlessly share employee location and travel data should the need arise.

One solution connecting you with your people

Reach all  
employees

Enable two-way  
communication

Get complete,  
connected data

Keep the partners 
that you trust


